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ETHERNET FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
DATA CENTERS: ON THE NEW IEEE
DATACENTER BRIDGING STANDARDS
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

THROUGH THE DATACENTER BRIDGING TASK GROUP, IEEE WILL ADD FOUR
SUPPLEMENTS TO THE 802.1 STANDARD THAT WILL BOTH CLOSE THE PERFORMANCE
GAP BETWEEN ETHERNET AND INFINIBAND AND MAKE THE CONVERGED NETWORK
A REALITY. IN A CONVERGED NETWORK, ALL APPLICATIONS USE A SINGLE PHYSICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE, WHICH IS IDEAL FOR THE EMERGING NEXT GENERATION OF DATA
CENTERS.
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Through several evolutionary
steps, Ethernet has become an almost ubiquitous communication technology. Today it is
applied in many different fields—from local
area and enterprise networking through
carrier-grade (telecommunication) networking to backplane interconnects. Ethernet
has also made inroads in real-time systems
and has proven versatile enough to be used
in new domains. However, even if Ethernet
seems ubiquitous, it still faces competition
in some important domains, such as cloud
computing, advanced data centers (ADC),
and high-performance computing (HPC).
To a varying degree, these domains all need
a unified fabric with support for high bandwidth, low latency, and high utilization in
a multiprotocol environment. In recent
years, advanced installations have tended to
move away from Ethernet toward newer,
more advanced networking technologies better suited to fulfill the vision of a highperformance unified fabric. This has spurred
the major Ethernet vendors and IEEE to

create the Datacenter Bridging (DCB) task
group to adapt Ethernet to high-performance
networking.
The new network technologies that Ethernet must compete with are dedicated to HPC
and ADCs and were designed with high performance in mind. They outstrip today’s
Ethernet in both speed and functionality.
InfiniBand, the most prominent of these technologies, has established itself as the de facto
standard for HPC.1 It is also gaining popularity in enterprise solutions where performance
is crucial—for example, the Sun Oracle
Database Machine2 and DB2 pureScale.3
According to the November 2009 Top
500 Supercomputers list (http://top500.org),
65 percent of the top 100 most powerful
supercomputers deploy InfiniBand, and only
1 percent use gigabit Ethernet. Moreover, it
shows that 10 gigabit Ethernet has not
made an impact, and only one 10-gigabit
Ethernet system is on the top 500 list. Gigabit
Ethernet still dominated the complete list
(51.8 percent), but the number of Ethernet
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systems has decreased by 9 percent over the
last year while InfiniBand has increased by
28 percent. With Quad Data Rate InfiniBand
(40 Gbits per second [Gbps]) products readily
available and a better set of network features,
Ethernet might risk losing market share in the
HPC and ADC markets.
With respect to networking principles,
Ethernet has several weaknesses compared
to newer technologies. As the performance
numbers in the top 500 list clearly show,
the average utilization of gigabit Ethernet
systems is 50 percent compared to 77 percent for InfiniBand systems (see http://
top500.org). The most striking differences
are that Ethernet does not offer

 enhanced transmission control (IEEE

802.1Qaz),
 congestion notification (IEEE 802.1

Qau),
 Datacenter Bridging Exchange (DCBX)

protocol (part of IEEE 802.1Qaz), and
 shortest path bridging (IEEE 802.1aq)

When applied together, these features
allow Ethernet to serve a unified network
with multiple virtual application-specific networks on the same physical network. Note
that the standardization efforts we discuss
in this article are works in progress and the
final standard might deviate from this
presentation.

 virtual channels with independent flow

Priority-based flow control

control (not to be mistaken for the
existing virtual local area network
[VLAN] support) for performance, effective routing, and service differentiation purposes;
 lossless flow control in combination
with service differentiation; or
 persistent congestion control.

Modern interconnection network technologies for HPC are lossless networks,
where packet loss only occurs as a result of
link transmission errors. Hence, the available
link bandwidth is used effectively because
retransmissions are seldom necessary. Lowlatency operation of IPC protocols such as
MPI and high throughput I/O protocols
such as Fibre Channel and iSER require
such lossless networks. The performance improvement is not free, however; it introduces
the possibility of routing deadlock and headof-line blocking, which can severely impact
performance if not handled correctly.
To avoid packet loss due to buffer overflows when transient congestion occurs,
most modern interconnection networks use
point-to-point credit-based flow control. In
credit-based flow control, the downstream
side of a link tracks the available buffer
resources (credits) by decreasing a credit
counter whenever buffer space is allocated
and increasing the credit counter whenever
buffer space is de-allocated. Similarly, the upstream node tracks the available credits (that
is, the number of bytes it may send) and
decreases this amount whenever it sends a
packet. Whenever credits arrive from the
downstream node, it increases the amount
of available credits. A packet is never sent
downstream unless there is room for it.
Ethernet was originally a lossy fabric where
congestion was handled by dropping packets
and solving congestion was left to upperlayer protocols such as TCP or to the

These features are required for high performance in environments where protocols
other than TCP/IP are common. Examples
include interprocess communication (IPC)
protocols such as message passing interface
(MPI) and storage protocols such as iSCSI
Extensions for RDMA (iSER), Network
File System (NFS), and Fibre Channel.
These features are also required to make
the converged network a reality where several
applications with different network demands
can use a single physical network for all their
communication. IEEE realized this several
years ago and started the standardization
work for DCB to close the performance
and functionality gaps.

Datacenter bridging
The DCB umbrella includes three IEEE
projects; an additional initiative is closely
related to DCB. For convenience, we divide
our presentation of these extensions into five
topics:
 priority-based flow control (IEEE

802.1Qbb),
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Figure 1. The effect of per-link (a) and per-priority (b) flow control on link activity. With per-link flow control, all transmission
on all priorities is halted when transient congestion occurs. With per-priority flow control, only transmission on the priority
where transient congestion occurs is halted.

application itself. By dropping packets, Ethernet avoids head-of-line blocking and the
deadlock problem found in lossless networks.
This approach has worked well in TCP/IPcentric scenarios where the TCP congestioncontrol mechanism detects packet loss and
takes the appropriate measures. However,
many applications in modern data centers
bypass TCP/IP for performance reasons and
cannot deal well with packet loss. MPI,
iSER, and Fibre Channel over Ethernet
applications can all experience a dramatic
loss of performance due to retransmission
(as a result of packet loss), which increases
latency and reduces utilization of the link
bandwidth. Therefore, support for lossless
operation was added to Ethernet in the
late 1990s but was seldom used. Today,
however, there is growing demand for highperformance data centers where support for
a lossless unified fabric is crucial. Since both
approaches have benefits and drawbacks, the
DCB standard aims to allow both lossy and
lossless operation in the same fabric, all
depending on the application’s requirements
and the network administrator’s preference.
Ethernet currently defines link-level flow
control in the IEEE 802.3x standard.4 Rather
than using credit-based flow control, Ethernet uses Xon/Xoff flow control, where upstream nodes are informed about the buffer
situation through Xon/Xoff messages (pause
frames in Ethernet terms). High and low
buffer thresholds at the receiver side trigger
the sending of Xon/Xoff messages. When
the downstream node has available buffer
space, it sends an Xon message to the
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upstream node telling it to start sending
frames if any are available. As the transmission proceeds and the downstream node
runs out of buffer space, it sends an Xoff
message telling the upstream node to halt
frame transmission (see Figure 1). For this
scheme to work, these messages must be
sent in a timely manner—that is, we need
to account for the round trip time (RTT) between the upstream and downstream nodes.
When the downstream node sends an Xoff
message, it must do so at a point in time
when it has enough space to buffer the
frames received while it waits 1  RTT for
the Xoff message to be processed and take effect. The delay between the Xoff message’s
transmission and its activation is due to the
propagation and processing delay, the RTT
that must be taken into account when calculating the buffer sizes, and threshold values. A
drawback of Xon/Xoff flow control is that it
requires twice the buffer space of credit-based
flow control to sustain the link bandwidth.
Xon/Xoff flow control must be able to buffer
data equal to 2  RTT of the link because it
takes 1  RTT to activate the Xon message
and 1  RTT to activate the Xoff message.
Credit-based flow control, however, only
needs to buffer data equal to 1  RTT because the delay between credit updates equals
1  RTT. With Xon/Xoff flow control, the
signaling overhead is less than for creditbased flow control as there is no regular
transmission of flow-control credits; however, the reduced signaling can lead to a
less robust mechanism because a lost Xon/
Xoff frame will lead to frame loss.
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The main problem to be addressed, however, is that the current Ethernet Xon/Xoff
flow-control implementation is port-based.
Thus, when a downstream node tells an upstream node to halt frame transmission, it
affects all traffic on the link (see Figure 1a).
This action has consequences for service differentiation and is why the IEEE 802.1Qbb
project is defining a new flow-control mechanism that can halt frames with a given priority
while allowing frames with other priorities to
proceed (Figure 1b).5 The mechanism adds a
pause frame containing the information necessary to exercise flow control per priority.
Combined with enhanced transmission selection (described in the next section), the mechanism can pause low-priority traffic while
high-priority traffic proceeds and vice versa.
The new pause frame, called priority flow control pause, extends the standard MAC control
frame with two new parameters: the priority
enable vector (PEV) and the time array. The
PEV is a bit vector in which the values in
the least significant octet indicate if flow control is active for any of the eight available priorities. The time array has a corresponding
time value for each of the eight priorities in
the PEV that specifies how long the corresponding priority must wait (the pause
time) before sending its next frame to avoid
buffer overflow at the receiver. The pause
time will eventually expire to avoid permanently pausing a link if a pause frame is
lost. This requires, however, refreshing the
pause by sending another pause frame if the
situation persists beyond the expiration.
Both the PEV and the time array will
be configurable properties in 802.1Qbbcompliant switches and network interface
cards (NICs). The network administrator will configure them using the DCBX
protocol.

Enhanced transmission selection
Service differentiation is the unequal
treatment of traffic based on a set of predefined properties. The granularity of differentiation ranges from no differentiation (that
is, best effort) at one extreme to flow-level
differentiation at the other extreme. In the
middle is class-level differentiation, which
many modern interconnection network technologies support.

Table 1. Allocation of priorities and bandwidth to virtual channels.
Each virtual channel is directly linked to a priority group.
Bandwidth
Channel

Application

Priorities

share (%)

Virtual channel 1

LAN traffic

0, 3, 4, 5

40

Virtual channel 2

SAN traffic

1, 6

40

Virtual channel 3

IPC traffic

2, 7

20

The InfiniBand architecture supports
class-level differentiation by combining a priority mechanism and a virtual channel
scheme. The independent resources (such as
buffers) dedicated to each virtual channel in
combination with the priority mechanism
form the core of InfiniBand’s quality-ofservice capabilities.1,6
Ethernet has its own implementation of
service differentiation. In the current version,
it supports priority tagging of packets and up
to eight queues within the switches to discriminate packets based on eight priority
levels. These features will be enhanced to
provide virtual channels in which each virtual
channel has its own buffers and flow-control
resources that can help improve network performance through traffic isolation, efficient
deadlock-free routing, fault-tolerance, and
service differentiation.7,8
Virtual channels can be visualized as a
physical link providing multiple virtual interfaces for different traffic classes (for example,
LAN, system area network [SAN], and IPC
traffic). Note that virtual channels differ
from VLANs, which are already supported
by Ethernet. VLANs are separated by tags
in the frame header, but there are no dedicated resources (buffers and flow control)
for a given VLAN.9 Each traffic class is
mapped into a virtual interface and consists
of multiple priorities, as Table 1 shows.
The virtual channels do not need a separate
identifier on the link since they are constructed by associating a set of 802.1p priority values to a single virtual channel.
The concept of virtual channels requires
three changes to the existing priority scheme,
which the IEEE 802.1.Qaz Enhanced
Transmission Selection (ETS) project is
addressing.10
First, the current IEEE 802.1p standard
classifies traffic flows using 3-bit tagging.
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Switches use this classification to queue different traffic types in up to eight queues.
The standard specifies strict priority scheduling for these queues, allowing high-priority
traffic to be serviced before low-priority traffic, and thus achieving lower latency and
lower loss probability for high-priority
traffic. But this creates unfairness to other
queues, and due to the strict priority scheduling, high-priority queues can cause starvation
of low-priority queues. Replacing the strict
priority scheduling with a weighted round
robin11 or deficit weighted round robin12
algorithm for scheduling between priorities
can avoid the starvation problem.
Second, an obvious conflict exists between the Ethernet priority-tagging concept
and the use of a port-based flow-control
mechanism as described previously. The consequence is that it cannot offer virtual channels to enhance performance and isolate
traffic. So, a priority-based flow-control supplement is a prerequisite for ETS.
Third, when multiple traffic classes are
consolidated into a set of virtual channels,
there is no inherent priority of traffic between these virtual channels. But each virtual
channel would like to maintain its current
usage model—that is, a single interface
with support for multiple priorities. It
would also like to maintain bandwidth allocations for the given virtual channel independent of the traffic on other virtual channels.
Therefore, each virtual interface must be
made responsible for the amount of bandwidth used by the priorities belonging to
this interface. Furthermore, the scheduling
of packets from individual priorities must
be defined by each packet’s relative priority
within the virtual channel where it belongs
(Table 1). ETS achieves this by defining a
set of priority groups, where each priority
group contains one or more of the eight
available priorities.
The assignment of priorities to priority
groups is defined in a priority to priority
group table, and the priority group’s share
of the total link bandwidth is defined in
the priority group table. The priority group
distributes its assigned bandwidth among
the priorities belonging to the group. The
priorities within a group must all be of
the same type—that is, they must all be
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either lossy or lossless; mixing lossy and
lossless priorities within the same priority
group is not allowed. The relationship
between priorities, priority groups, and
virtual channels is maintained in 802.1Qazcompliant switches and NICs, and it is
configured by the network administrator
using the DCBX protocol.

Congestion notification
To avoid frame loss due to network congestion and to reduce the effect of congestion
trees, Ethernet should support both transient
and persistent congestion control. Transient
congestion is handled by point-to-point
flow control, which avoids packet loss across
a single link without reducing link utilization. However, when congestion persists
(for example, due to a hot spot), it spreads
upstream through the network and results
in the growth of congestion trees, which
eventually terminate at the end nodes. Obviously, this is a bad situation for a network as
the congestion trees’ growth can quickly preclude transmission of other flows (victims of
congestion) that are not even destined for the
congested area. The phenomenon causing
the spread of congestion to parts of the
network that do not contribute to the congestion is called head-of-line blocking. Headof-line blocking occurs, for instance, when
the head of a first-in/first-out queue is stalled
due to heavy traffic. The head of the queue
is then rightly stalled because it is headed
for a congested destination, but the packets
behind it that are not headed for a congested
destination are unjustly stalled. This problem
becomes even worse when we use lossless
flow control, as the effect of back pressure
creates congestion trees upstream from the
congestion point. In other words, flow control solves the problem of packet loss in the
case of transient congestion, but introduces
the problem of congestion trees when the
congestion persists. Therefore, a persistent
congestion-control mechanism is required,
especially in multihop topologies.
Users of technologies such as InfiniBand
have experienced persistent congestion in
combination with lossless flow control. As a
result, a revision of the InfiniBand specification includes congestion control.1,13 IEEE
has recently standardized a similar set of
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Figure 2. Quantized congestion notification protocol with the congestion point (1), congestion notification message (2), and rate limiter (3).

features for quantized congestion notification
(QCN).14
The congestion-control mechanism provides information about the congestion in
the subnet so that the rate limiter can take appropriate action at the ingress nodes that are
contributing to congestion. It acts proactively
to avoid oversubscription of subnet resources
and reduce the growth of congestion trees,
thereby improving overall network performance. In general, a congestion-control
mechanism provides the following functions:
 Congestion detection. Network switches

monitor egress queues to detect
congestion.
 Congestion notification. The mechanism
provides a protocol for notifying the ingress devices about congestion, including the details required to make a
response. The notification can be sent
in the forward direction as with TCP
Explicit Congestion Notification and
InfiniBand congestion control, or it
can be sent in the backward direction
toward the ingress as with the Internet
Control Message Protocol’s (ICMP)
source quench and Ethernet QCN. In
the latter case, the congestion notifications are generated for a specific ingress
device and are sent as unicast frames
addressed to the ingress device that is
the congestion source.

 Congestion response. The mechanism

defines the behavior at the ingress
node when it receives a congestion notification. Based on the information in
the notification, the ingress node
might change the injection rate toward
the congested destination using a rate
limiter. The rate limiter controls the injection rate only for the congested destination; traffic to other destinations is
unaffected.
The IEEE 802.1Qau standard specifies
these three ingredients. It defines the congestion notification message (CNM) as flowing
in a backward direction from the congestion
point towards the ingress source. Ingress
sources adapt the injection rate for the congested destinations as specified by the
QCN algorithm.
Figure 2 shows the flow of CNMs from
the congestion point toward the end nodes
contributing to congestion. We call these reaction points. When the congestion point
detects an egress queue level higher than
the predefined threshold, it generates a
CNM and sends it to the reaction points.
The CNM contains the quantized feedback,
Fb, which is based on probabilistic sampling
at the congestion point to avoid generating
too many CNMs.
The value of Fb is the quantization of the
queue size excess and the rate excess at the
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Figure 3. The process of rate decrease and rate increase at the reaction
point. After a rate decrease, a new target rate is set and the rate limiter
will slowly try to increase the sending rate to match the target rate. The
rate increase happens in the three stages (fast recovery, active increase,
and hyperactive increase), where each stage increases the rate faster than
the previous one.

current congestion point. When Fb is negative, the queue is oversubscribed and there
is a certain probability that the congestion
point sends a CNM to the reaction points
identified by the source address in the
frame that triggered the congestion. When
Fb is positive, there is no congestion and
the congestion point does not generate a
CNM.
When a reaction point receives a CNM, it
installs a rate limiter to control the rate of
traffic toward the congested destination.
QCN defines an additive increase, multiplicative decrease algorithm loosely similar to
Binary Increase Congestion control TCP,15
where the rate limiter performs a multiplicative decrease upon receiving a CNM from a
congestion point and then increases the rate
autonomously in absence of feedback.
Thus, the sources contributing to congestion
are forced to reduce the amount of traffic
injected toward the congestion point, reducing the negative impact on victim flows.
The rate limiter continuously reduces the
transmission rate at the reaction points as
long as it receives CNMs. In the absence of
CNMs, it continuously tries to recover its
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transmission rate. Figure 3 shows the various
stages of rate recovery in the QCN reaction
point algorithm. In the figure, the target
rate is the transmission rate for the reaction
points just before the reception of the last
CNM. After a reduction, the target rate is
set as the new goal for the current rate that
the reaction point is currently transmitting
at. The rate increase happens in three stages:
fast recovery, active increase, and hyperactive
increase, where each stage increases the rate
faster than the previous one. Using multiple
stages helps the reaction point algorithm
quickly search for and stabilize at the correct
rate for a given reaction points and appropriately share the bandwidth available at the
congestion point.
Ethernet has two apparent improvements
over the InfiniBand congestion-control
mechanism.
 It uses backward congestion notifica-

tion rather than forward congestion notification, reducing the time between
the detection of congestion and notification of congestion at the contributing
source.
 The notifications contain information
about the congestion’s severity, allowing the contributor to adapt its rate
reduction accordingly.

Datacenter Bridging Exchange protocol
The DCBX protocol is specified as part of
the 802.1Qaz Enhanced Transmission Selection standard and is used for automatic
exchange and configuration of DCB equipment. Its main responsibility is to configure
link parameters related to DCB. It has three
main features:
 a protocol for exchanging DCB param-

eters between peers;
 a write operation to set received DCB

parameters; and
 a resolution engine for conflicting

settings.
The DCBX protocol covers functionality
for peer discovery, information exchange
between peers, detection of invalid configurations, auto negotiation, and peer configuration. The DCBX protocol is based on the
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Link-Layer Discovery Protocol and supports
three main capabilities:
 Distribution of information. It supports

the passing of information used for
DCB applications or for peer configuration. For example, a switch can pass
the number of traffic classes it supports,
and the end point can use this information to organize its buffers.
 Symmetric parameter passing. With symmetric parameter passing, the goal is
that both sides of link use the same
parameters. For example, for prioritybased flow control, both the send and
receive sides of the link are configured
with the same number of priorities.
 Asymmetric parameter passing. Asymmetrical parameter passing is used
when certain configuration parameters
differ at the send and receive sides of
the link. For example, for ETS bandwidth configuration, the upstream and
downstream bandwidth might differ.
The write operation sets the received
parameters at the receiver side. DCBX
combines this operation with a conflictresolution mechanism that discovers mismatched or invalid configurations based on
the symmetric or asymmetric parameter passing. The protocol currently covers the configuration of the parameters specified in
802.1Qbb, 802.1Qaz, and 802.1Qau.

Shortest path bridging
The routing algorithm describes how we
compute the path a packet travels from
source to destination, and has a major impact
on both latency and throughput. Designing a
routing algorithm that minimizes latency,
maximizes throughput, and is deadlock
free when used with lossless flow control, is
difficult—not only because these goals
often conflict, but also because the target
technology’s available features constrain the
design. A good general-purpose routing algorithm should be topology agnostic, deadlock
free, and use all links available in the underlying topology. This is not the case for the
routing algorithm used in Ethernet.
The default routing algorithm for Ethernet switches is the Multiple Spanning

Tree Protocol defined in IEEE Standard
802.1D.16 MSTP guarantees connectivity
while preventing loops in the network by
using an automatic configuration phase in
which any topology is turned into a tree
within a given VLAN. The problem with
reducing any topology into a tree is that we
end up with a lot of unused links and wasted
resources, unless we use multiple VLANs
with a separate tree for each. For LANs
this is not a severe problem, but in highperformance data centers we need efficient
topologies and want to use every link available to achieve the best performance possible.
In this setting, the MSTP is no longer an
efficient solution and a new and improved
solution should be sought if Ethernet is to
remain competitive.
The IEEE 802.1aq Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) project is working on a proposal
that solves this problem.17 Rather than use
a single spanning tree for each switch, it
lets each switch become the root of its own
minimal spanning tree. Each switch will
then have a shortest path to all other destinations, and by careful merging of symmetric
spanning trees, all-to-all shortest-path routing is possible. In SPB, a modified version
of the Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS) link state routing protocol18,19
performs topology discovery and each switch
uses the result of the discovery process to calculate the shortest path trees. SPB has several
benefits over MSTP and similar solutions. It
makes shortest-path routing a reality with
only minor changes to the forwarding hardware in current Ethernet switches, and it supports multiple equal cost shortest-path trees
when the physical topology allows it. Furthermore, it limits the negative impact of
link and switch faults because it requires
only local reconfiguration when using ISIS. In addition, it is interoperable with legacy
equipment not supporting SPB.
A similar approach to deliver shortestpath routing in Ethernet is the IETF Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links
(TRILL) working group.20 The TRILL
working group is designing a topologyagnostic shortest-path routing algorithm
that is Ethernet compliant and based on
the same link-state routing protocol technology as SPB. One important difference
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between TRILL and SPB is that TRILL is
switch adaptive while SPB is host adaptive
when multiple shortest paths are used. In
other words, with SPB the source can choose
between multiple deterministic paths, while
with TRILL the path is selected on a
hop-by-hop basis as a packet traverses the
network. The latter approach is less predictable and harder to control from a trafficmanagement perspective because the path
taken between a given <source, destination>
might differ on a packet-by-packet basis.
None of these proposals, however, handles the deadlock problem when used with
lossless flow control. Therefore, traffic that
needs lossless flow control must be separated
out on a special priority, and this priority
must be carefully managed by VLANs or
the physical topology to avoid deadlocks.
This might limit the use of lossless flow control due to increased complexity in network
configuration and reduced choice of topologies. This contrasts with InfiniBand, where
several deadlock-free routing algorithms address various topologies. Several academic
proposals solve the deadlock problem for
Ethernet,7,21,22 but adopting these proposals
requires a larger degree of change than the
approach described here.

3. IBM Corp., ‘‘Transparent Application Scaling
with IBM DB2 PureScale,’’ whitepaper,
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he emerging Ethernet DCB enhancements aim to close the gap to other
high-performance networking technologies
and make Ethernet the de facto standard in
datacenter computing. Based on the suggested
improvements in flow control, service differentiation, congestion control, and routing,
the technical issues seem to be addressed in a
good manner (perhaps with the exception of
lossless flow control and deadlock-free routing, which do not seem fully resolved). The
extent to which DCB can raise Ethernet’s
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on the DCB standard’s actual implementaMICRO
tion in upcoming Ethernet devices.
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